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ABSTRACT: Here, we report the use of tetraoctylammonium bromide
(TOABr)-coated Au nanoparticles (NPs) for the optical sensing of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs). We find that the film responded
selectively to the presence of polar and nonpolar vapors by changes in the
maximum wavelength (λmax) toward higher and lower wavelengths,
respectively, as determined by UV−visible spectroscopy. We also
observed that the organic coating reorganizes when vapors partition
into the film indicated by FT-IR and the film contracts in the presence of
water indicated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In the present
sensor, the metallic Au core serves as the plasmonic signal while the
organic coating acts as the receptor material providing vapor selectivity
and sensor stability. Correlating changes in (λmax) with changes in the
refractive index (RI) and nanoparticle-to-nanoparticle separation in the film is important both fundamentally and for improving
selectivity in localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) sensors.

The localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) is a
surface phenomenon induced by incident light on the

oscillating frequency of electrons confined on a metallic
nanostructure. When the frequency between incident light
and plasmon match each other, a maximum extinction peak
(absorbance + scattering) occurs at a wavelength (λmax)
characteristic of the metal composition.1 The extinction peak
is sensitive to changes either in the bulk refractive index (RI)2

or to local binding of molecules on specific surface sites known
as “hot-spots.”3,4 A fair amount of work has been reported on
the use of metal nanostructures for molecular and biomolecular
LSPR sensing.5−7 In general, great efforts have been put
through to improve sensitivity in LSPR sensors as demon-
strated for the size,8 metal composition (Au9 vs Ag10 spheres),
nanostructure conformation (core−shell or hallow),9 aspect
ratio,10−12 and shape.10,13 Since the appearance of nanorods14

or elongated structures,15 researchers have shown that
longitudinal plasmons are more sensitive than transversal
ones.11 Others have selectively attached biomolecules16

demonstrating that sensitivity relys upon the distance between
the analyte and the plasmonic surface.17,18

LSPR studies based on interparticle distance-dependence
plasmon coupling effects have been less explored.19−23 On the
basis of the distance between nanostructures and polarization of
light,22 they may enter attractive or repulsive electromagnetic
coupling (dipole−dipole interaction) leading to higher or lower
energy shift.20 Some examples include silica-coated Au
nanoparticles (NPs),19 Au NPs separated by lithography,22

Au nanodiscs,20 and a thin Au NPs film later functionalized
with various alkanethiol chain length self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs).23 It has been shown that, as long as nanoparticle

distance decreases, there is a noticeable shift toward higher
wavelengths (lower energy) and vice versa. The shift toward
red or blue allows one to inidirectly characterize the
interparticle distance and their interactions.24 Most of those
experiments, however, usually require tedious syntheses and 2D
assemblies along with costly instrumentation such as the use of
a clean room facility for photolithography.
The optical detection of molecules in the gas25,26 and vapor

phase27,28 is important in areas ranging from environmental
concerns to medical diagnostics. Just recently, Liu et al.25

reported the detection of H2 gas by elegantly placing a single
Au nanoantenna in proximity to a Pd nanostructure whose
PdHx formation was detected by changes in the Au plasmon.
Van Duyne and co-workers26 detected extremely low
concentrations of inert gas and humid air with Ag and Au
nanosphere films. They demonstrated that films responded
distinctly to a 1/10 000 difference in refractive index value
between Ar and He gas. Lu and co-workers built a LSPR sensor
array comprised of Ag and Au NPs, and Au nanoshell films later
functionalized with decanethiol, naphtalene thiol, and 2-
mercaptobenzothiolate in order to improve selectivity toward
various volatile organic compounds (VOCs).28 Another group
improved selectivity by placing hydrophobic and hydrophilic
polymers on top of Au NP films whose RI changed on the basis
of the affinity between the vapor analyte and the polymer.29 So
far, the majority of sensors focused on sensitivity issues while
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selectivity and stability still remain challenging because the
extinction peak usually red shifts in the presence of different
analytes27 and naked nanoparticles (NPs) are prone to air
oxidation.30

Chemically modified metal NPs further assembled as films
have been rarely applied in LSPR sensing.27,31 It is known that
strong ligands such as alkanethiols modify the RI and drastically
dump the plasmon signal by withdrawing electrons from the
metal surface.32 This issue may have prevented the use of
organic-coated metal NP films for LSPR sensing. The opposite
occurs in chemiresistors,33,34 where organic-modified metal
NPs are required for detecting changes in the film resistance
upon the presence of vapor analytes35,36 via changes in the
electron hopping conductivity.37 It has been demostrated that
chemiresistive films swell in the presence of vapors in which
they are soluble, and in fewer cases, the film contracts upon
vapors of different polarity leading to an increase35,38 or
decrease38 in distance between NPs, respectively.
The organic material surrounding the nanoparticles not only

provides stability to the film but also functions as a receptor
element for incoming vapor molecules. To the best of our
knowledge, changes in the Fourier transform infrared spectros-
copy (FT-IR) caused by the presence of vapor-phase analytes
have been so far unexplored. A shift in the vibration frequency
to lower or higher energy, observed in the FT-IR experiments,
provides qualitative information about the alkane chain
organization surrounding the nanoparticle.39 Organization
depends on the few variables including the chemical nature
of the ligands,40,41 nanoparticle size and composition, and
dielectric of the medium. It has been shown that longer and
strongly40,42 bounded alkane chains (i.e., mercaptans) assemble
on Au surfaces in a well-organized fashion better than shorter
and less-strongly41 physisorbed ligands. A higher alkyl chain
order is generally attributed to van der Waals interactions.
In the present work, we obtained tetraoctylammonium

bromide (TOABr)-coated Au nanoparticles (SNPs) through a
simple benchtop synthesis, assembled them in a 3D film, and
later used them for sensing. The organic chain acts as a
molecular ruler providing a well-controlled distance between
nanoparticles. We find that the film responded selectively by
changes in the maximum wavelength (λmax) toward blue and
red when exposed to headspace toluene (Tol) and ethanol
(EtOH) vapors, respectively, as determined by UV−visible
spectroscopy (UV−vis). Changes to blue are attributed to an
interparticle separation (film swelling) while changes to red
correspond to a cooperation between an increase in RI and film
compaction (or interparticle distance decrease). Interestingly,
the organic coating reorganizes when vapors partition into the
film indicated by changes in the asymmetric CH2 stretching
vibration toward higher and lower wavenumbers. The use of
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) indicates that the film
contracts in the presence of water, and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) shows film thinning upon Tol vapor. We also compare
SNPs with citrated-coated Au NPs (CNPs) and dodecanethiol
Au monolayer-protected clusters (C12S Au MPCs) in LSPR
and FT-IR experiments, respectively. We also demonstrate that
citrate-coated Ag NPs (Ag CNPs) films are instable in air.
Finally, a single TOABr-coated Au film is selective toward
various VOCs, stable over long periods of time, and easily
assembled on substrates for LSPR and FT-IR sensing
experiments.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis. The TOABr-coated Au NPs (SNPs) were
synthesized according to the two-phase Brust-Schiffrin reaction
but without the addition of mercaptans.43 Briefly, 0.71 mL of 25
mM HAuCl4 was dissolved in 25 mL of water, and 0.012 g of
TOABr was dissolved in 50 mL of toluene. The two solutions
were combined and stirred until all of the AuCl4

− transferred
into the toluene phase. The solution turned a dark wine red
after a 10-fold excess of NaBH4 with respect to Au was added
to the toluene solution with stirring. The SNPs prepared in this
manner are 4.39 ± 1.25 nm based on transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (Figure S1, Supporting Information).
Citrate- coated Au44 (CNPs) and Ag NPs (Ag CNPs) and
dodecanethiol Au monolayer-protected clusters (C12 Au
MPCs)45 were synthesized using known protocols and used
as a comparison in this work.

Film Deposition. The as-synthesized NPs were assembled
on aminopropyl-triethoxysilane (APTES)-modified glass sub-
strate by immersion into the SNPs solution for 20 h. UV−vis
and FT-IR experiments were performed on solid-state films by
exposing them to headspace vapors of Tol and EtOH run in dry
air (background) and ambient air. Microscopy data including
AFM, SEM, and TEM images were taken from as-prepared
films and drop-cast films deposited from a Tol + water mixture
(See Experimental Details in Supporting Information).

Film Characterization. AFM, TEM, and SEM images were
aquired with a Veeco Digital Instruments Nanoscope V (Santa
Barbara, CA) using a Si tip operating in tapping mode, a FEI
CM200 UT operated at 200 keV, and a FEI QUANTA 200
between 15 and 20 keV, respectively.

Sensing. LSPR measurements were taken in humid and dry
atmosphere and acquired on a UV−vis Perkin-Elmer Lambda
35 spectrophotometer in a wavelength range between 300 and
900 nm. Since plasmon changes are small, it becomes difficult
to analyze the actual UV−vis plot. Therefore, all the samples
involved in this study were analyzed by comparing the actual
UV−vis plots and by exporting raw data in the form of rows
and columns as shown in Table S1, Supporting Information. In
addtion, we compared those values with the λmax generated by
the software. In all cases, measurements matched up. We
noticed that SNPs are quite sensitive to humidity (Table S2,
Supporting Information) present in the normal experimental
conditions and decided to expose these films to EtOH and Tol
vapors using dry air as a background. This was achieved by
keeping silica gel inside the UV−vis compartment during the
entire run. The sample was resting 10 min along with the silica
gel before a vial containing the solvent of interest (vapor
source) was placed inside the compartment. Measurements
were taken every 90 s during a total 15 min vapor exposure.
The vial containing the solvent was removed, and the
compartment door opened to ambient air for 450 s while
keeping the desiccant inside. The maximum plasmon shift
(λmax) reported here is obtained from 10 measurements during
vapor exposure. FT-IR measurements were acquired on a PIKE
Miracle Varian 600 Instrument in transmission mode following
the same sample preparation; however, a thicker film was
needed in order to improve the signal of the instrument.
Assembled films were further drop-casted with 3 drops
containing 5 μL from a 1.1 mg/μL NP solution.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

LSPR Sensing. Figure 1a shows an actual UV−vis plot for a
selected SNP film exposed to dry air and headspace vapors of
EtOH and Tol, as indicated. Figure 1b shows the maximum
plasmon change (λmax) taken from a pool of three SNP films
exposed to the same headspace vapors run in dry air (baseline
or bakground gas) over 270 s (see Table S2, Supporting
Information). The figure reveals that the films respond with

λmax to blue and red from 547 to 543 nm and from 551 to 559
nm, respectively, and barely responded to dry air over the entire
run. Finally, the film returns close to its baseline (λbaseline) after
450 s in dry air. Figure 1b also shows that the film needs some
time to reach a maxium plasmon shift (180 s) and there is a
plasmon fluctuation during vapor exposure. Since the film is
exposed to headspace vapors, we believe the analyte needs time
to partition into the organic film, to move through the alkane
chains, and to reside nearby the surface to produce a significant
change. It is also reasonable to think that nanoparticle mobility
plays a direct role in the sensing mechanism. This could involve
rearrengement or restructuring of the film during vapor
exposure leading to constant changes in the plasmon coupling
effects. Figure S2 (Supporting Information) compares a plot of
maximum plasmon change (λmax) taken every 90 s over an
extended period of time (15 min) for SNP and CNP films
immersed in EtOH and Tol solvents. The figure shows that the
plasmon response for SNPs also fluctuates over time. On the
contrary, the CNP film shows a more stable plasmon shift over
the entire run. At this point, the source of fluctuation observed
for SNP films is uncertain. Future experiments will be designed
to determine this more conclusively. Importantly, the plasmon
shift follows a general trend toward either red or blue indicating
film selectivity. Figure 1c shows a bar chart with the percent
response (% R) from three devices along with quantitative
statistical analysis based on changes in λmax for SNP and CNP
films exposed to vapors as indicated. Percent response (% R)
was calculated as follows:

λ λ λ= − ×R% [( )/ ] 100%r b b (1)

where λb is the plasmon baseline measured with the film in dry
air and λr is the maximum plasmon response in the presence of
vapor. Table S2 (Supporting Information) shows statistics for
all the SNP and CNP devices involved in this study. Our results
show a distinct shift to red (% R = 0.93) and blue (% R =
−0.60) for SNP films upon EtOH and Tol vapors, respectively.
There are three noticeable features in the chart. First, the SNP
film blue shifts in the presence of Tol vapor. Second, SNP films
are more responsive to EtOH than Tol vapor although the
latter has a higher RI. Third, SNP films are ∼3 times more
sensitive than CNPs when exposed to EtOH vapors.
Changes to blue in LSPR vapor sensors have been rarely

observed.29 For instance, Rubinstein and co-workers prepared
Au films coated with hydrophobic and hydrophilic polymers
and exposed them to various vapor analytes including
chloroform, Tol, water, and methanol.29 They observed a
blue plasmon shift in the presence of vapors that matched in
polarity with the polymer film and suggested that the polymer
swells, causing film thinning accompanied with a decrease in RI.
Just a few groups associated plasmon changes with nanoparticle
separation (vide supra). It is difficult to correlate nanoparticle
separation with plasmon changes since we cannot accurately
predict the extension length of alkane chains upon vapor
partitioning into the film. However, if we consider that each
SNP is surrounded by a single TOABr monolayer, then the
distance between two nanoparticles with fully extended TOA+

chains would be ∼ 1.9 nm (0.12 nm for a single C−C bond).37

Our TEM images (Figure S1, Supporting Information),
consistent with other results,46 indicate ∼1.4 nm separation
between Au nanoparticles. A distance shorter than 1.9 nm
between nanoparticles is consistent with poorly organized
alkane chains41 (vide infra) and some degree of interdigitata-
tion.37 Rechberger et al.22 observed a 1 nm blue plasmon shift

Figure 1. (a) Actual UV−vis plot showing the maximun plasmon
change (λmax) from a selected SNPs film, (b) plot of maximun plasmon
change (λmax) vs time (s) from SNP samples, and (c) bar chart shows
an average percent response with error bars for SNP and CNP films in
dry air (▲) and exposed to Tol (■) and EtOH (●) vapors as
indicated. Note that dry air was run as a background. UV−vis plots in
panel a are offset for better comparison.
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(λmax) for naked Au nanoparticles separated 0.9 nm and
exposed to orthogonal polarized light. In view of their results
and on the basis of our experimental blue shift λmax = ∼−2.5
nm, we estimate ∼2.2 nm NP separation in the presence of Tol
leading to ∼3.6 nm total separation (1.4 initial + 2.2 nm
swelling). A blue shift has also been attributed to film swelling
in-plane with the substrate upon vapor exposure causing film
thinning observed for Au29 and Cu47 islands coated with
polymer films. Nevertheless, it is evident that nanoparticle
separation and film thinning overcome the expected plasmon
shift to red caused by Tol whose RI is higher than EtOH.
Film Swelling. To explore film morphology, we decided to

expose a selected SNP film to Tol vapor.48 Figure 2 shows an

as-deposited SNP film on Si before and after exposure to Tol
vapor for 240 s. The figure shows a nonhomogenous film
comprised of some large and thick islands with remarkable
bright borders and less crowded areas consistent with our SEM
images (Figure S3, Supporting Information) and others.43 The
circles indicate areas where the film changed its structure to
more rounded borders whereas average cross-section and root-
mean-square roughness (w) show film changes after Tol vapor
exposure. Cross sections were measured three times at the same
spot (inidicated with *) before and after Tol headspace vapor
exposure. The w value was measured in three different areas at
the central island shown in the figure. In the presence of Tol,
the average film thickness and the average w value decreases
from 141.0 to 115.3 nm and from 90.33 to 60.9 nm after Tol
exposure, respectively.
Mie Theory and Film Compaction. The red shift is a

common behavior when detecting changes with LSPR, but
since the film may contract toward polar vapors, it is important
to explore other possible contributions rather than the RI itself.
The chart in Figure 1c showed a significant red shift for SNP
films (% R = 0.93) as compared to CNP films (% R = 0.30)
suggesting a different sensing mechanism. Figure 3a,b compares
experimentally measured changes in the plasmon peak (λmax) vs
the RI for similar size SNP and CNP nanoparticle films
measured in air and exposed to vapor- and liquid-phase EtOH,
respectively. As expected, SNP films exposed to liquids exhibit

higher sensitivity.49 Surprisingly, the slope (mSNP) for the
organic-coated Au NPs is larger than the slope for weakly
stabilized CNP films (mCNP). These results are consistent with
Figure 1c but fall off from the Mie's theory which indicates ∼5
nm decrease in the plasmon shift for SNPs when compared to
CNPs dispersed in EtOH (See Expected LSPR changes
calculated by the Mie theory in SI, Supporting Information)
Nevertheless, our experiments still show that SNP films are
more responsive than CNP films in the presence of EtOH
vapor, suggesting interparticle distance decrease (film compac-
tion) that is known to shift to longer wavelengths.
To explore into the possibility of film contraction, we

performed SEM imaging for as-prepared and water-containing
SNP films. We choose water over ethanol considering its higher
polarity and lower propensity to nanoparticle agglomeration.50

The as-deposited SNP film shows concentric “o-rings” along
the surface43 attributed to micelle formation. Interestingly, the
water-containing film shows the formation of fractal patterns
with the appearance of uniform voids and some agglomeration
observed at a higher magnification (see Figure S3, Supporting
Information). The increase in void size with water indicates film
compaction in some areas of the film, consistent with

Figure 2. AFM image of a SNPs film on Si (100) before (a,c) and after
(b,d) 240 s Tol exposure.

Figure 3. Experimentally measured maximum changes in the plasmon
peak (λmax) with the refractive index (RI) for SNP (■) and CNP (⧫)
films exposed to air (dry air) and EtOH in vapor phase (a) and liquid
phase (b).
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irreversible crack formation38 and interparticle distance
decrease51 observed in the literature. Pileni and co-workers51

observed a distance decrease between C12S Au MPCs from 2.2
to ∼1.1 nm by the addition of water. They suggested attractive
forces caused between nanoparticles via water−water molecule
interactions on the Au surface.
FT-IR Sensing. We now turn to the discussion of the

organic coating and its effect on sensing. We performed FT-IR
experiments to gain insights into the organic layer restructur-
ing39 by looking at changes in the asymmetric (d−) CH2
stretching vibrations.
Table 1 compares d− CH2 before (t = 0), during, and after

analyte vapor exposure for selected SNP and C12 Au MPC

films. A comparison between as-deposited SNP and C12S Au
MPC films shows that CH2 stretching for the former appears at
higher frequency inidicating higher density of gauche defects.42

Interestingly, C12S Au MPC films shift in EtOH vapor less
prominently than SNP films and the opposite occurs in the
presence of Tol. These data indicate that SNP and C12S Au
MPC films are more sensitive to polar and nonpolar vapors,
respectively, similar to chemiresistors composed of surfactant-
and thiol-coated Au NP films.43 We believe that polar vapors
partition better on surfactant-coated nanoparticles than on
strongly bound and well-organized alkanethiols causing larger
film restructuring. Through these experiments, we can correlate
film order with interparticle separation and predict consecutive
changes in the LSPR sensor.
Figure 4a shows an actual FT-IR plot from a selected SNPs

sample exposed to vapor analytes as indicated. Figure 4b shows
a frequency shift for the d− CH2 versus time (s) for a selected
SNP film exposed to EtOH and Tol vapors run in dry air
(baseline) as indicated. The figure shows an increase in
frequency for the film exposed to Tol while air and EtOH stay
put and shift to a lower frequency, respectively. These results
clearly demonstrate that the organic chains restructure in the
presence of vapors, reach vapor saturation, and return to the
baseline frequency after vapor removal (Table 1). We tested
other vapors including hexane, acetone, butanol, isopropanol,
methanol, and water as shown in Figure 5. The figure depicts
the maximum frequency change (Δfmax) vs polarity for SNP
films exposed to various vapor analytes as indicated. The bar
chart shows average percent frequency response (avg. % Rf)

52

along with the dielectric value (ε) from each vapor analyte
involved in this study. Figure 5 demonstrates that changes in
frequency cannot be solely attributed to changes in ε, rather it
is a combination of different factors that may include vapor
pressure, molecular shape (planar or linear), partition
coefficient, polarity, and the presence or absence of aromatic

groups. Accordingly, SNP films exposed to EtOH behave
distinctly by shifting toward a more organized state. These
results may shine light on the importance of vapor solubility in
the organic film. For instance, EtOH produces a distinct
behavior when compared to a lower carbon chain vapor (i.e.,
methanol) suggesting that EtOH molecules have higher
probability of reaching the Au surface leading to potential H-
bonding formation. This may favor alkane chain packaging
resulting in film compaction as observed in the literature51 and

Table 1. Asymmetric (d−) CH2 Frequency Changes for Films
of SNPs and C12S Au MPCs before (Dry Air), during, and
after (Open to Ambient Air) Vapor Exposure

SNP films

d‑ t = 0 dry air d‑ vapor (max) d‑ open to ambient

EtOH
2923.46

2920.59 2922.96
Tol 2929.59 2923.28

C12S Au MPC films

d‑ t = 0 dry air d‑ vapor (max) d‑ open to ambient

EtOH
2917.63

2918.22 2918.49
Tol 2935.39 2918.81

Figure 4. (a) FT-IR plots for an as-deposited SNP film in dry air
(baseline or background gas, ii) and exposed to Tol (i) and EtOH (iii)
vapors, and (b) the asymmetric (d−) CH2 stretching vibration from a
selected SNP film at the indicated time.

Figure 5. Maximun frequency change (Δfmax) for asymmetric CH2
stretching vibration vs polarity obtained from 2 SNP films exposed to
various VOCs as indicated. The bar chart shows percent response (%
Rf) and dielectric (ε) values. Note: Hex = hexane, Tol = toluene,
BuOH = 1-butanol, iPOH = isopropanol, Ace = acetone, and EtOH =
ethanol.
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by SEM images (See SI, Supporting Information). In general,
films exposed to organic vapors respond with a shift toward
lower energy indicating disorganization while, in the presence
of vapors with relatively high dielectric (ε), the film either
disorganizes to a lesser extent or responds with a shift toward
higher energy (i.e., εEtOH = 24). Organization can be attributed
to van der Waals interactions between hydrocarbon chains
caused by polar vapors while disorganization is associated with
the degree of solubility between the analyte vapor and the
organic material in the film.
Sensor Long-Term Stability. Table S3 (Supporting

Information) and Figure 6 show the % response along with

statistics for three SNP and CNP films stored at ambient
conditions during 30 and 12 days, respectively. Interestingly,
the one-month old SNP devices responded similarly to freshly
prepared films but slightly improved their response from 0.6%
to 0.7% upon Tol vapor. This increase in sensitivity falls within
the standard deviation (STD) for the freshly-prepared samples
(Figure 1c). CNP films, however, barely responded to the
presence of vapors and in some cases shifted to blue indicating
film deterioration. We also tried to compare stability between
one-month old SNP and citrate-coated Ag nanoparticle films
but Ag nanoparticles lost the plasmon band (Figure S4,
Supporting Information).

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a LSPR interparticle distance-based vapor sensing
experiment with surfactant-coated Au NPs has now been
demonstrated and compared with weak and strong ligands
surrounding the nanoparticles. In the present work, the
nanoparticle mobility in the film induced by the analyte
vapor plays a crucial role in the LSPR sensing mechanism. The
presence of Tol disorganizes the organic portion consistent
with film swelling and nanoparticle separation. In LSPR, this
has led to a competition between the expected red shift (caused
by the increase in RI) and an overall predominating blue shift
induced by film swelling. As expected, a red shift is observed
when the SNP films are exposed to polar vapors although they
respond more prominently than CNP films indicating
cooperation between nanoparticle distance shrinkage and RI.
We demonstrated that films containing water tend to film
compaction and that polar vapors (i.e; EtOH) tend to organize
the organic alkane chains. Importantly, the nanoparticle
mobility in the film influences the LSPR changes over the

changes in the RI. Our results demonstrate that TOABr-Au
solid-state films are easily assembled on transparent substrates,
selective to polar and nonpolar vapors, more sensitive to LSPR
sensor than citrate-coated Au nanoparticles, and more stable
than citrate-coated Au and Ag NPs. Future experiments will
explore the synthesis of TOABr-Ag and -Ag/Au alloy
nanoparticles for keeping stability and improving sensitivity in
LSPR sensors.
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